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IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING
CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

Please Read Carefu0y

The only undenahngs of General Electric Company (GF) respecting information in this
document are contained in the contract between the Boiling Water Reactor Owners'roup
(BWROG) and GE, as identified in the respective participating utilities'WROG Standing
Purchase Order for the performance of the work described herein, and nothing in this
documem shall be construed as changing those individual contracts., The use of this
information except as defined by said contracts, or for any purpose other than that for which
it is intended, is not authorized: and with respect to any other unauthorized use, neither GE or
any of the contributors to this document makes any representation or warranty, and assumes
no liabilityas to the completeness. accuracy. or usefulness of the information contained in this
document.



xecut ve

This report was prepared as a result of an event which occurred
at WNP-2. The event highlighted the importance of
considering the potential for reactor water level instrumentation
erzars resulting from degassing of cold reference leg
instrumentation following routnic depressurization of the RPV.
Although the principal concern is with the ability to terminate a
reactor draindown or mitigate an RHR piping failure by
automatic isolation of the RHR shutdown cooling line, other
trip settings also are potentially affected.

r

A highly conservative analysis with degraded instrumentation
shows that sufficient time is available for operators to respond
to a draindown event. The analysis concludes that with proper
operator awareness of the potential for RPV level indication
errors, degassing can be recognized and actions taken such that
there is no undue safety significance during hot shutdown.
Based on this evaluation, it is concluded that a substantial
safety hazard does not exist.
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Suppletnentary Information
Regarding RPV Water Level Errors

due to
Noncondensable Gas in Reference Legs of BWRs

1.0 Bac

The issue of notching of the reactor water level instrumentation signals due to the
degassing of noncondensable gas in BWR cold reference legs has been widely reviewed
in response to Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) concerns expressed in Generic
Letter 92M'. Initial review by the BWR Owners'roup'BWROG) has concluded that
the issue of noncondensable gas docs not pose a substantial safety hazard on operating
BWRs foHowing a rapid depressurization trom normal operating conditions.

However. during an investigauon of an event at Washington Nuclear Project. Unit 2,
(WNP-2), January 21, 1993, Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS)
personnel identified a safety function of the water level instrumentation not previously
addressed within the scope of the BWROG report and not previously discussed with the
NRC. The WPPSS concern was that the auto closure function of shutdown cooling (SDC)
isolation valves may'be lost due to erroneous indication resulting from degassing of
noncondensable gas in Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPU) water level cold refetence legs.
This concern occurs at low reactor pressures awhile all previous evaluations addressed
effects resulting from rapid dcpressurization from near rated conditions.

Since this event, the NRC has issued Information Notice 93-27, "Level Instrumentation
Inaccuracies Observed during Normal Plant Deprcssurizarion"",

1.2 WNP-2 vent

WNP-2 was in a hot shutdown condition following a reactor scram. The plant was being
depressurized in accordance with normal plant procedures. Although some minor
notching was recorded as the dcprcssurization proceeded, when SDC was initiated a more
significant increase occurred on the nanow range channel C of water level
instrumentation. With the initiation of SDC, RPV pressure reduced from about 20 psig
to 10 psig and Channel C cxpcrienccd significant degassing which resulted in a transient
increase in indicated RPV level of about 32 inches on narrow range instrumentation. The
level indication recovered to within 6" in approximately 25 minutes and My recovered
within 2 hours,

During an evaluation of thc satcty significance of this event at WNP-2, WPPSS personnel
identified that this response on Channel C could have delayed closure of the SDC



isolauon valves. These valves receive an isolation signal based 'on RPV low water level
(Level 3) to prevent a loss of RPV inventory in the event of a moderate energy break in a

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) line while the system operates in shutdown cooling.
WPPSS personnel conc)udcd that the event was not safety significant due to
instrumentation in the WNP-2 design which would have alerted the operators of RHR
room Qooding with sufficien time for operator action to isolate the RHR system. In
addition WNP-2 is conducting hourly Rood tours of RHR pump rooms.

v a

'The purpose of this evaluation is to provide thc BWROG with supplementary information
on the safety significance of degassing of RPV water level cold reference leg
instrumentation following routine slow dcprcssurization. While thc evaluation was
initiaMd based on the WNP-2 event, it also considers other scenarios in which the RHR
shutdown cooling isolation function may bc needed or for which the potential to drain the
RPV exists.



?.0 FBI tion of afet

GE-NE has conducted a comprehensive review of the safety significancc of water level
instrument errors resulting from cold reference leg degassing in BWR/3, BWR/4, BWR/5
and BWR/6 product lines during SDC operation. The importance of this concern is
highlighted by recent plant observations and conservative BWROG testing which show
that, depending on plant speciric configurations such as instrument line size and routing,
a significant amount of degassing can occur as the RPV is depressurized b:low 50 psig.
Many Bus would bc expected to be affected to a smaller extent than portrayed in this
evaluatIon. Nevertheless, sufficient degassing can affect the automatic instrument trip
functions for all instruments sharing a common cold reference lcg.

BWR/I and BWR/2 plants do not rely upon cold reference leg instrumentation for safety
system initiation and are therefore not specifically addressed by this evaluation. However,
the effect of degassing on any long term actions required based upon post-accident
monitoring instrumentation in BWR/1 and BWR/2 phnts is addressed by existing
Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)'nd previous issued BWROG communications
to plant operators" ~.

vn fr nid

Z.I. I Applicability of Initial Operating Conditions

During OPCON 1 (Power Operation) the reactor mode switch is in the RUN position
which requires reactor pressure to be greater than about 750 psig (in most plants): this
operating condition was considered as the initial condition in the previous BWROG Safety
Assessment .

In OPCON 2 (Stanup/Hot standby), thc reactor is critical and RPV pressure could be at
any value up to normal operating pressure. If the reactor has been recently started up it
is likely that noncondensable gasses willnot have had sufficient time to accumulate in the
RPV water level cold reference legs. In addition, any potential events initiating from
OPCON 2 are considered to be bounded by the OPCON 3 evaluation.

During OPCON 3 (Hot Shutdown), events that cause a npid reduction in the RPV water
level may bc the most significantly affected by the occurrence of RPV water level errors.
This operaing condition also is selected for further evaluation because it corresponds to
the condition in which the most significant degassing has been observed to occur.

OPCON 3 is normally of short duration in comparison to other operating conditions. At
a reactor cooldown rate of 100'F/hr the transition from !35 psig to cold shutdown
(OPCON 4) could be as short as 2.5 hours; at a slow reactor cooldown rate of 25'F/hr
thc transition could take 8 hours or more. Because a rapid reduction in RPV level can



o~ur at any time during OPCON 3, the safety significance of degassing is reduced
significantly by the limited time frame under which a rapid reduction in RPV level could
occur.

In OPCON 4 (Cold Shutdown) or OPCON 5 (Refueling), the plant is depressurized and
any degassing would have already occurred. Any events which occur during OPCON 4
or OPCON 5 would be bounded by consideration of the OPCON 3 evaluation.
Therefore it is not necessary to consider water level errors due to degassing during these
conditions any further in this evaluation.

".1,2 RPV Draindown Events

Valve mispositioning events which cause reductions in RPV water level have occurred
during cold shutdown or refueling operating conditions and in aH cases they have been
isolated by RPV level instrumentation logic. GE Service Information Letter (SQ.)

388'iscussedthe applications of valve interlocks to limit the occurrence of dtaindown events.
The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Significant Operating Experience
Report (SOER) 87-2'iscussed seven draindown events occurring between 1983 and
1986.

In 1990, thc B%ROG investigated draindown events occurring during cold shutdown
(OPCON 4) conditions. A summary of the results relevant to this evaluation are included
in Attachment A. These results arc approximately applicable to the OPCON 3 condition,
but arc non~nservative because they do not account for the effect of RPV pressure on
thc rate of draindown. It is cvidcnt from Attachment A that the level 3 RHR isolation
function is an important safety feature for avoiding the low RPV water level safety limit
for dtaindown events. Due to the non~nscrvatism, this importance is heightened during
OPCON 3.

2.}.3 Piping Failures

At pressures below about 150 psig, only piping leaks are normally required to be
considered in thc licensing basis. Nevertheless, piping failures can occur in any
pressurized linc during OPCON 3 and have been considered in this evaluation. Such
piping Mures are considered to have an extremely low probability of occurrence duc to
the low system pressure and margins inherent in reactor system piping design

Piping breaks, instrument line beaks or a recirculation pump seal failure inside primary
containment can initiate high drywell prcssure trips or low-low reactor water level (Level

) trips which provide protective functions for initiation of some Emergency Core
Cooling (ECC) systems,

Piping failures outside of containment are in genctal protected by isolations derived from
the RPV level instrumentation. As indicated in Attachment B, these include the RHR



shutdown cooling lines (Level 3) and Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) lines (Level " or
Level 3 on some plants).

".'2 Instrume ia 'o o i e
'

2.2.1 RPV Level Instrumentation Configurations and the Effect of Degassing

The configurations of RPV level instrumentation are indicated in section 4.0 of thc
BWROG report'. This section discusses the effect of degassing on the configuration and
trip logic for the various BWR product lines. Figure 1, based on a BWR/6 design,
shows the various nanow range and wide range instruments used to provide protective
trips. Fuel zone, shutdown range and post accident monitoring channels used for
operator awareness also are shown. AllBWRs are similar except most BWR/3 and
BWR/4 plants contain two cold reference legs rather than four.

The effect of degassing and the resultant water level signal bias on these trip functions is
to delay the actuation of safety functions during postulated RPV water level reductions.
Ifan extended response occurs and actual water level remains below the reactor vessel
instrument tap for the variable leg of an instrument, the trip functions associated with that
instrument will not occur regardless of the actual water level response in the RPV.
Therefore, an important consideration in this evaluation is recognition of the margin
bctwccn the trip function sctpoint and the RPV variable leg tap in comparison with thc
size of thc postulated RPV water level response and its duration.

2.2.2 Typical SDC Isolation and other %'atcr Level
Sctpoints'ater

level setpoints were reviewed for different BWR product lines to assess the margin
available to accommodate responses in indicated RPV water level. Tnc results of this
rcvicw are provided in Table l.

's

shown in Table 1, BWR/4, BWR/5 and BWR/6 plants typically have between about
20 and 23 inches of margin bctwccn thc Icvcl 3 trip and thc narrow range variable leg
instrument tap. Although a smaller margin exists between the Level 1 trip and the wide
range instrument tap, the Level 3 tzips are the first line of defense against a teducoon in
RPV water level during OPCON 3 and are the focus of this evaluation.

AllBWRs use the safety grade narrow range instruments (sec Figurc 1) to provide a low
water level (Level 3) isolation signaI in addition to other reactor protection signals. This.
function provides protection against a draindown event. Remote manual and high system
prcssure automatic isolation also are provided in all BWRs.

It also can be seen &om Table 1 that a small margin exists of about 8 inches between thc
Level 2 trip and the instrument tap for BWR/3 plants. BWR/3 plants use the Level 2



I'iq~<"for initiation of Core Spray systems, actuation of the Automatic Depressurization
System (ADS) and closure of Main Steamline Isolation valves (MSIVs). A much larger
margin exists to thc Level 3 trip.

Based on the considerarion of potential events and concerns associated with degassing,
conservative assumptions werc selected to make thc results of this evaluation applicable
generically to BWR product lines.

2.3.1 Initial Conditions

Initial RPV water level is assumed to be controlled by the plant operator in the normal
control band as indicated on narrow range instrumentation (tmtwccn thc Level 4 and
Level 7 alarms). RPV prcssure is between 0 psig and 135 psig and decreasing consistent
with a normal plant coo1down.

The cooldown and dcprcssurization are assumed to be accomplished by the RHR system
in shutdown cooling mode, The MSIVs are assumed to be closed. Initiation of SDC
may occur at any pressure between zero and the RHR shutdown cooling interlock which
ranges between 75 psig and 135 psig. Therefore this assumption is realistic.

The reactor is assumed to have been shutdown for about 3 hours and core power is in thc
decay heat range. This assumption is realistic based on expected conditions foOowing a
reactor scram. For a routine shutdown with manual control rod insertion, decay heat
would normally be less than that considered in this evaluation.

2.3.2 Effects of Degassing

Degassing of thc cold reference legs following a routine depressurization is assumed to
have occurred and affcctcd both wide range and narrow range level instruments sharing a
common rcfcrcncc leg. It is assumed that this degassing cautses a sustained
instrumentation bias with a magnitude in excess of the difference between the Level 3 trip
setpoint and the narrow range tap (BWR/4, BWR/5 and BWR/6) or thc Lcvcl 2 trip
setpoint and thc wide range tap (BWR/3).

For purpose of evaluation a bias of 30" was arbitrarily assumed based on the typical
values shown in Table l. This magnitude of bias was selected to be sufficient to initiate
Level 7 alarms and Level 8 high pressure makeup system uips. It is further assumed that
thc magnitude of the bias is less than an amount which would allow these setpoints to
clear if1evel subsequently lowers.

This assumption is conservative because the response of RPV watct- level indications has
typicaHy been observed to be sma11er than this amount of bias and of short duration. The



ingest observed response occurred during thc WNP-2 event (25 minutes). Preliminary
esults of the BV'ROG test program based on a slow dcprcssurization of the WNP-2
eference leg C configuration are summarized in Table 2. These data support the

''

assumption that an extrcme bias docs not occur.

'U water level instrument channels are assumed to be affected and result in a
;imultaneous bias of the water level instrumentation. This assumption is extremely
conservative relauve to plant experience, but has been made to emphasize the inherent

safety of the existing instrumentation. It is unlikely that all cold reference legs
mpcricncc the same degree of bias due to degassing because of differences in linc
routing and amount of leakage. Nevertheless, the simultaneous loss of all channels is not
eliminawd from consideration.

2.3.3 RPV Instrumentation Availability

For BV'R/4,5 and 6 plants, Level 2 txips are assumed to be available: Level I and Level
3 tri s are assumed to be unavailable due to the magnitude of the bias. Level 2 trips aretrips
operablc because the amount of bias due to degassing also is assumed to be less than the
difference between the level 2 trip and its instrument tap or about 112".

For BW'R/3 plants. Level 3 trips are assumed to be available: Level 2 trips are assumed
to be unavailable. Level 3 trips are availablc assuming the amount of bias due to
degassing is less than the difference between the Level 3 trip and its instrument tap or
about 66". The data from thc BWRQG tests shown in Table 2 support this assumption.

2.3.4 Initiating Event

A draindown of the RPV is assumed to occur duc, to inadvertent opening of thc Low
Prcssure Coolant Injection (I.PCI) sucuon path. This occurrence is unlikely because most
BW'Rs have installed interlocks or administrative controls to reduce the probability of this
event occurring. Such interlocks and controls arc discussed in SIL 388'nd INPO SOER
87-"'. Bccausc the draindown event can result in a rapid RPV inventory loss. the
draindown v as considered thc most limiting event from the standpoint of operator
response.

For BWR/3 plants an additional potential iniuating event is a piping brcak inside
containment. This event is considered to be morc limiting than a draindown event due to
the unavailabilitv of the, Level 2 trips used for ECC system initiation even though reduced
system pressure makes such events extremely unlikely during OFCON 3. Nevertheless,
the ECC systems would be automaucally iniuated by high drywcll pressure in response to
breaks inside containment and no operator actions are required. This is addressed by the
previous BWROG evaluation'-. Therefore piping breaks for BAR/3 plants do not need to
be evaluated further.
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2,4.1 Operator Actions

The following discussion is based on a review of the Emergency Procedure GuideHn&
{EPGs). Available RPV level indication normally consists of nanow range normal
indication. wide range or post-accident monitoring instrumentation from a cold rcfcrencc
leg instrument. In addition, fuel zone and shutdown range instruments which use other
reference legs are available for additional guidance in following the EPG steps.

%hen degassing occurs the iniual RPV water level response is an assumed 30" increase
in indicated water level. Following receipt of thc high water level alarms and trips
(Level 7 and Lcvc) 8), no EPG entry condition is satisfied. Nevertheless, operators
would be expected to initiate investigation into the cause of the alarms and trips.

Following initiation of the draindown event. when water level lowers below the indicated
RPV scram point (Level 3), the RPV Level Control guideline (RC/L) is cntcrcd, RC/L
requires manual initiation of the emergency dicscl generators, closure of containment
isolation valves and initiation of ECC equipment as needed. RPV level is required to be
maintained in the normal range or at least above the top of active fuel (TAF). In both
cases the safety significance relies upon an operator assessment of RPV water level
indication availability and the time available for operator action.

For BWR/3 plants, the RHR valves automaucally isolate in response to the level 3 trips
to terminate the dtaindown. Automatic initiation of ECC systems from thc level 2 trip
would not be necessary. Fuel Zone RPV level indication may bc used to provide
indication that water level can bc restored by plant operators using normal makeup
sources. IfRPV lcvcl cannot be determined, RPV flooding (Contingency 4) is required
by the EPGs. Such conditions are addressed in a utility's operator training program.

For BWR/4, BWR/5, and BAR/6 plants, EPGs require remote manual isolation of thc
RHR SDC line when it has been determined that the Level 3 signal has not occurred.
Additional RPV level indication is available f'rom thc wide range instruments, post
accident monitoring instrumentation or fuel zone instrumentation.

2.4.2 Evaluation of plant response

Because the dtaindown is automatically isohted in B%R/3 plants, the foHowing
discussion applies to thc 8%R/4, BWR/5 and BAR/6 pmduct lines. As indicated in
Attachment A, only a fcw minutes are avaihble before reaching TAF following the most
severe draindown event from an initial normal water level. Plant operators have been
sensitized to the water level degassing phenomenon" and several alarms would alert the
operator to take action.



Prior to any draindown event. plant operators would normally be controlling RPV water
lc«cl as in~ca:cd by the narrow range instrumentation. Thc earliest indication to alert
plant operators would either be the high water level alarms (level 7) or trip signals {1evel
8) when the degassing occurred. Regardless. as RPV level lowers, the low water level
alarm (level 4) should occur unless an extrcme bias has occurred.

SuNcient information is available to alert the operator to take action in accordance with
the EPGs, but thc closure of the LPCI suction valve may take up to one minute for a full
stroke {see Attachment B). Ifisolation has not occurred. High Pressure Core Spray
(HPCS) would initi-tc (for BWR/5 and BWR/6 plants) to begin to rcstorc RPV level.
However, even at the HPCS pump "run-out" flow, the maximum draindown flow rate,
shown in Attachment A, can cxcced the capacity of the HPCS system. Therefore, the
draindown could proceed until RPV level has lowered to.the top of the jct pumps (about
"'3 core height).

Without operator action (or HPCS operation in BWR/5 and BWR/6 plants) to provide
makeup, RPV water level should continue to lower below the 2/3 core height due to
smming. Core hcatup would eventually commcncc and result in fidel damage ifreactor
makeup is not restored. GE studies, conducted to support early revisions of EPG
contingencies', indicate that without coolant makeup a core temperature above 200PF can
occur in about 15 minutes after reaching thc 2/3 core height level.

Additional operator actions which could be taken as an alternate to isolation include
iniuation of ECC systems in accordance with EPGs or alternatively increasing makeup
Qow irom the control rod drive (CRD) system in accordance with,SIL 200'.

2.4.3 Safety Significance

For BWR/3 plants. degassing of cold reference legs causes the unavailabiTity of Level 2
trips used for ECC svstem initiation. Following a drywell piping failure safety is assured
by divcrsc instrumentation which imtiatcs thc ECC equipment. For a draindown event,
isolation is highly probable.

In BWR/4, BWR/5 and BWR/6 plants, degassing of cold reference legs may cause the
unavailability of both Level 3 and Level 1 automatic trips. Although a RPV draindown
event can lower RPV 1evel from Level 3 to TAP in about 2 minutes, a total of more than
17 minutes are available for operator recognition of the draindown, isolation of the line
or initiation of a core makeup system before core dainage might occur. This time is
sufficient to assure operator action, especially considering instructions already provided to
plant operators'". Based on this available time for operator response, and the low
probability of the event, the unavailability of the Level 3 and Level 1 trip logic does not
have an undue safety significance for RPV draindown events.
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This safety eva1uation addresses the significance of the potential loss of RPV water level
instrumentation resulting from degassing of the cold reference legs during hot shutdown
and low reactor pressure.

The evaluation of plant response to a highly conservative degradation of the RPV water
level instrumentation during a RPV draindown event shows that alternate water lcvcl
indication is avai1ablc for operator recognition of the need for action to restore core
cooling. Furthermore. at least 17 minutes is available for thc operator to initiate core
cooling. Through several BWROG communications-"", BWR operators are sensitized to
the potential for a degassing effect which further enhances their awareness of needed
operator action.

Therefore, it can be concluded that with proper operator training and awareness of RPV
level indication. degassing can be recognized and actions taken such that there is no
undue safety significance during hot shutdown (OPCON 3). Based on the preceding
evaluation. it is concluded that a substantial safety hazard does not exist.
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Figure 1 - Typical BWR/6 BPV Water Level Indfcatione
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Table 1

1RPVXV t ve T Se i

Trip Point and
Typical Action

Txip Level 8- High
Prcssure System Trip

Trip Level 7 - High
Water Level Alarm

Trip Level 4 - Low
Water Level Alarm

Trip Level 3 - Low
Water Level Isolation
4 Scram

Instrument Zero

Narrow range inst.
tap

Trip Leve1 2 - High
Pressure ECC initiation

Trip Level l - Low
Pressure ECC
initiation, ADS, MSlV
closure

Aide range inst. tap

BVr'R/3

+48.0"

+44.0"

+19.0"

+9.0"

0

-57.0"

+44.0"

+29.0"

+17.0"

~2 0"

- 21.0"

-48,0"

-160.0"

-172.0"

BWRl5

+54.5"

+31.5"

+13.0"

- 10.5"

-50.0"

-129.0"

-161;5"

BWR/6

+52.0"

+38.8"

+30.8"

+8.9"

- 11.6"

<5.5

-145.5

n/a = not applicable

13



Table 2
BVr'ROG Test Program

Slo~ Depressurization Tests
of

WNP-2 Reference Leg C Configuration

Test Number „ Reference Leg O.
Concentration

(ppm by Volume)

Approximate Max.
Transient Error

(inches)

Residual Error
(inches)

91

93

715

327

179

>79

17

<S

7.1

7.1

0.8

0.8

Note: Test results are unverified



Attachment A

OPCON 4 RPV Draitt-down Analysis
for 8%R/4 and BWR/6 Plants

introduction

Current BWR/4 and BWR/6 standard technical specifications (TS 3.5.2) require two
ECC systems to be operable. The basis for the specification is mitigation oi an
undefined RPV drain<own event. Because there is no quantitative basis for this
requirement, this analysis is conducted to provide functional requirements for makeup
svstems during OPCON 4 based on conservative assumptions.

Although this evaluation is based on BWR/4 and BWR/6 configurations, by adopting
a wioc range of assumptions for the analysis, the results also are considered to be
applicable to BWR/3 and BWR/5 product lines.

Methodology

DrainMown or pump-down pathways with the potential to drain the RPV were
reviewed to dctcrmine thc expected worst case conditions for analysis. This
evaluation is included in Attachment B. In this review, piping system breaks were
not postulated because of the lour system prcssure during shutdown. Also,
maintenance activity on piping systems which could result in leaks were not
considered because it was judged that such pathways would be observed by
maintenance personnel. Therefore. the evaluation in Attachment B focuses on
potential valve misalignment which could result in limiing conditions for analysis.
Based on this review two pump down and one drain down cases were selected for the
analysis.

The analysis is based on erst principles oi fluid flow without credit for any makeup to
the RPV. Thc evaluation climates thc time available before a drain down to thc top
of active fuel occurs, the required amount of RPV makeup flow to recover without
isolation and the time before mitigating action is needed for various configurations oi
potential drain down and pump down paths. The RPV level response is evaluated
f ll wing the inadvertent opening of a valve in a linc providing diversion from SDC0 owing e i
to the suppression pool. Steady state conditions of low arc determined. cref
valve opening times are ignored, This is conservative from the standpoint oi action
time.

Fluid flow is based on Bernoulli's equation; The form used is:
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%'here: Q = Flow rate

g = Gravrtauonal constant
L ~ RPV and Suppression pool levels
K = cumulative loss coeificient in the line
A = Effective drain path area

For the pump down analyses, a constant flow through thc pump was assumed. The
-piping configumion was used as input to determine the flow split between the
-suppression pool and the return of the fluid to the RPV. For both the pump down

-- and drain down analyses, the flow to the suppression pool is considered the required
m'dteup flow.

During OPCON 4 technical specification safety limit2.1.4 (NUREG 0123) requires
'hat RPV level be maintained above the top of active irradiated fuel. Therefore the

con~itive acceptance criteria for these analyses is initiation of actions to prevent
violating this safety limit.

Assuraptions

The initial RPV level was assumed to be at the normal operating level
specifie in plant FSAR.

3.

For the drain4own case, the LPCI suction valve is assumed to instantaneously
open to its full open position. This assumption is considered conservative.

Thc flow rate is assumed to instantaneously achieve thc steady state flow rate
based on the initial RPV level. No time is considered which accounts for the
acceleration of the flow from the zero flow condition.

4. Table A-1 summarizes the parameters assumed in the analysis based on typical
BWR/4 and BWR/6 designs. Although individual plants willhave values
slightly different from these assumed values, it is not expected that plant
specific analyses would show results significantly different than are evaluated .

in this study.

Results and coaclusions

Table A-2 summarizes the results of various analyses of different events in thc typical
configurations described above. The "time" is the time, in minutes, from initiation of
thc draining to the top of active fuel.
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The rlows provided are the design pump rates, where applicable, and, for the drain
down case, the gravity drain rate at the time RPV level is ar Level 3. This point was
arbitrariiy selected to compare the drain-down rate at the time of shutdown cooling
line isolation with makeup system capacity.

For the two pump down cases, the flow split between the return line and the pathway
to ihe suppression pool was determined. It was found that, due ro the RPV head and
pressure drops in the line that aD pumped fluid passed through the dmin path and
none returned to the RPV. Therefore pum~own times were calculated simply as a

function of fiow rate and initial inventory.

The rapid loss of RPV level which occurs in OPCON 4 LPCI suction drain4own is
believed to be somewhat, but not excessively, conservative due to the assumptions
made in the analysis. The period between the isolation actuation signal at RPV Level
3 and the top of active fuel is about 70 seconds for the BNR/4 evaluation and 100
seconds for the BWR/6 evaluauon.

Because or this short period and the high flow rate (which exceeds the ECC system
makeup capacity from a single pump), inerlocks were recommended in SIL 388 to
prevent opening of the SDC suction valves ifthe I.PCI suction valve is not fully
closed. Although most BWRs have interlocks which prevent opening the SDC suction
valves ifthe LPCI suction valve is open, variations exist in the designs of these
interlocks and inadvertent manual openihg while the SDC pump is shutdown can still
occur.

lfthe interlock fails or ifinadvertent manual operation occurs, isolation of either
isolation valve within 60 seconds beginning at RPV Level 3 is adequate to prevent
exceeding the safety limit.



Table A-1
Drain-Do~n Analysis

Evaluation Amunptions

IW~/4

PLANT ELEVATIONDATA'ft)

Fuel Pool Surface
Transfer Canal Bottom
RPV Flange
Normal %'ater Level
RPV Isolation {Level 3)
Top of Active Fuel
RHR Return to RPV
RPU to RHR outlet
RHR Suppression Pool Return
Normal Suppressio'n Pool Level
RHR Pump Suction
RHR Heat Exchanger Outlet

Reference plant elevations above
sea level

CROSSGECTIONAL DATA

RPV upper diameter {ft)
RPV lower diameter {ft)
Storage Pool Area {sq ft)

682.5
659.5
659.5
647.1
645.3
630.8
599.7
589.5
555.3
557.3
541.0
541.0

34.0
18.5
1360

207.8
184.5
184.5
167.5
165.8
150.9
161.5
134.0
109.5
111.9
93.0
104.6

34.0
18.4
1156

PUMP FLOW DATA

RHR Design Pump Flow (gpm)

OPERATIONALDATA

RPV Water Temperature PF)
RPV Pressure (psia)
Containment Pressure {psia)

140
14.7
14.7

140
14.7
14.7



Table A-2
OPCON 4 RPV Drain-down

Analytical Results

BWR/4 BWR/6

DRAIN
PATH

LPCI
SUCTION

TME
(min)

1.3

3.0

FLOW
(gym)

27000

TME
(min)

1.8

3.9

FLOW
(gpm)

RHR MINFLQ%'0.5 39.4 750

Drain down event
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AVI'ACHMEXYB
POT&A'IALRPU DRAWDOWN PATHS

DUMNG OPCON4 & 5

Identification of Pathways

Plant technical specifications require that under certain conditions "operations that
have a potcntia} for draining the reactor vessel" be suspended. These operations are
not defined. but arc left to plant operators judgement. In order to identify the limiting
pathways for analysis, potential reactor pressure vessel (RPV) drain<own paths
existing were reviewed. Table B-l summarizes the potential drain paths that were
identified from a review of typical BWR/4 and 8%1V6 isolation diagrams and P&IDs.
In each case the potential pathway is identified and the isolation closure time
provided, ifisolation is available.

SIL 388. "AID-67 RHR Valve Misalignment During Shutdown Cooling Operation for
BWRs 3/4/5 and 6". issued February 1983, discussed several RHR pathways and
issues associated with operator error during reactor system shutdown cooling (SDC)
to highlight the importance of operator training and operator compliance with plant
operating procedures. These paths are included in thc evaluation. In addition, the
paths identifie in INPQ Significant Operating Experience Report, SOER-87-2,
"InadverMnt Draining of Reactor Vessel to Suppression Pool at Bus", dated March
19, 1987, were considered.

Other pathways that were identified either contain an inboard check valve to prevent
the drain down or are in paths which exit thc RPV above the top of active fuel and
are therefore not a concern.

Discussion of Pathways

RPV Connectio 1234

Pathways I and 2 require a piping break to occur and can generally be excluded from
further consideration during OPCON 4 and 5 since the RPV is at low pressure and
the potential for a brcak is diminished. Ifmaintenance is performed on seismic
resuaints on unisolatcd portions of piping (or temporary shielding is attached to
piping which exceeds the seismic loading), a drain path could develop following a
seismic event during shutdown. Such a situation is judged to be remote ind would
normally be administratively controlled and therefore not a limiting concern.

During maintenance multiple lines could also be opened to create a drain path.
However. such work would normally bc adminisuativcly controlled and the small line
size of path 1 (about 1") make these paths of minimal concern.
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The bottom head drain path to Radwaste (Pathway 3) and thc RPV sample lines
(Pathway 4) each require specific operator action to unisolatc two series valves in the
linc. Althougn this could occur duc to a valving error. it isjudged to be remote.
Furthermore, the line size {typically less than 2") limits the potential for a rapid loss
of RPV inventory.

A similar situation occurs with thc CRD discharge path (Pathway 5), except that the
equivalent line size is much smaller and highly restricted. During CRD mechanism
removal a potential drain path exists. However, this activity is normally well
coordinated with the control room, is limited to one mechanism at a time, is normally
oi short duration and has a smaO effective area for drainage. Consequently this is not
considered a potentially limiting path.

W wd

The potential pum~own of the RPV through the RWCU blowdown valve exists.
With either the bottom head drain or normal suction open, olmning of thc blowdown
valve to thc main condenser (F034) or Radwaste {F035) results in a drain path.
Normally both valves can be open during OPCON 4. Redundant isolation valves
{F001 and F004) would close in 10 to 35 seconds when RPV level falls to RPV level
2 (Level 3 in some plants). The line path is long and contains significant restrictions
to low through five series sets of heat exchanger tubes, a dcmincralizcr and two
globe valves. Thc maximum fiow rate through this pathway is equal to thc RWCU
Qow rate: about 240 gpm in a BWR 4 type plant, about 480 gpm for BWR/6.

The shutdown cooling mode of the RHR system is a manually operated mode. It is
placed into operation by the operator during OPCON 3 when thc RPV pressure has
reached a prcdctcrmined level (about 135 psig for most BWR product lines), and the-
RPV water level is above level 3, BWR field experience has shown that, duting

'hutdown coo1ing operation, operators, on occasion have inadvertently opened
non-shutdown cooling RHR valves which has resulted in a RPV drain-down event.
The correct procedures for valving the shutdown cooling mode are specified in the
RHR operating procedures presented in the GE Operation and Maintenance Instruction
(O&MI)manual, and iffollowed, such errors are normally avoided.

Selected valve interlocks are provided in the RHR system to minimize valve
misalignmcnts and other operator errors during SDC. However, in order to piovide
flexibility,a comprehensive valve interlock arrangement has not been provided for all
the RHR valves that could be actuated during shutdown cooling. A brief description
of some of the possible operator errors which could occur, and the possible events
following thc error, are described in the discussions which follow.



Test Return Linc (F024) or Torus Spray (F027)

RPV water can bc pumped or drained to the suppression pool ifthe RHR test
return linc valve (F024) or the drywcll spray valve (F027) is inadvertently
opened during SDC operation. This flow condition, which is applicable to
BWR 3 through 6, can cause significant loads on the containment pcneuation,
piping, and pipe supports. The maximum flow rate through this pathway is
equal to the design flow of a single RHR loop, or about 10,000 gpm. If,the
flow is split between the bypass path and the normal return path the
drainMown rate could be less than rated.

Minimum Flow Bypass Line (F064)

Prior to initiaing SDC, the RHR piping is warmed up by using RPV water.
During this period thc minimum Row bypass line valve (El2-F064) is normally
closed. Howcvcr, an operator can inadvertently open this valve, which would
allow some low to the suppression pool. At this stage, the fiow through this
linc is probably below the low flow sctpoint, and thc valve willnot
automatically close. This flow condition, also applicable to BWR 3 through 6,
could cause additional loads on piping and pipe supports. The flow rate
through this line is limited by the piping. The maximum flow rate is about 750
gpm.

Suppression Pool Cooling Line (F026)

Pump-down of the RPV through the suppression pool cooling line is possible
{Note: On BWR/3 and some BWR/4 and BWR/6 plants, this line is combined
with the test return line). With the RHR system in operation in SDC mode,
opening of the suppression pool cooling return valve {F026) results in a drain

,
path. The line is fairly long and contains restrictions through a pump and a
single heat exchanger, but fewer restrictions than the test return line. The
maximum flow rate through the pathway is the same as for the test return line.

LPCI Suction Valve {F004)

On BWR/3 (with RHR) to BWR/6, with the SDC valves open a drain path is
established ifthc normally open LPCI suppression pool suction valve (F004) is
opened after establishing SDC. A valve interlock is included on most BWRs to
minimize operator errors by prevenung the SDC suction line valve (F006)
from opening ifthe LPCI suction line valve (F004) is not fully closed.
However, an operator can inadvertently open F004 after SDC has been
established. This path has very little rcstrinion and is driven by the head of
water in thc RPV.



TABLE B-I
POTEYHAL DRAIN-DOWNPA'GDVAYS

POTENTIAL PATHWAY ISOLATIONTME

BWR/6

1. RPV INSTRUMENT LINE

2. RECIRC SUCTION OR RISER

3. RPV BOTTOM HEAD DRAIN
%'/NORM.

4. RPV SAMPLE LINES TO
RADWASTE

5. CRD HYDRAULICS

NONE

NONE

MANUAL

15 SEC

NONE

NONE

N/A

6. RWCU SLOWDOWN 10 SEC

7. RHR SDC SUCTION TO SUPP POOL 52 SEC

35 SEC

40 SEC
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Figure 1 - Typical RHR System
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